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M. Ivanov. Serdica from Claudius to Hadrian (Excavations and Researches, vol. 
45). Sofia (in print). 

The book presents the first attempt for reconstruction of the earlieast periods in 
development of Serdica. The archaeological excavations of the site "Underground station 
Serdica 2" in the center of Sofia from 2010 to 2012 provide the main archaeological evidence 
for the research. A comprehensive report of the excavations and finds is presented. Three 
periods of Serdica are identified according to the established stratigraphy and chronology of 
the site. The foundation of Serdica is established ca. AD 46 as a Roman miltary fort built as a 
base of cohors I Itureorum or some detachment of the one of the legions stationed along the 
Lower Danube. During the second period (from AD 68/69 to 110/112) Serdica became a civil 
settlement which core consists most probably of veterans. The third period is actually the first 
urban stage in the development of Serdica which lasts until AD 134/138. The construction and 
planing features of the each period buildings are studied along with the archaeological finds. 
The synthesis of available archaeological data allows the location of the initial Roman fort in 
the northwestern part of the future Roman town. During next two periods Serdica extends its 
limits outside the initial frame mostly in south, east and west direction. The analysis of 
archaeological finds reveals some details of the social and economic development of Serdica. 

   
M. Ivanov. Function, Chronology and Urban Features of the Early Christian Cult 

Architecture in Serdica. – In: International Scientific Conference “The Basilica of St. 
Sofia during the Transition from Paganism to Christianity”, Sofia, March 11 – 13, 2014. 
Serdica – Sredets – Sofia, 7, 2018, 102 – 129. ISBN 978-619-00-0762-3. 

The presented study is an attempt for complex analysis of the Early Christian cult 
architecture in Serdica. The archaeological evidence for two newly discovered basilicas is 
combined with a critical approach to the previous excavation data. Three main periods of the 
development of the Early Christian architecture are proposed. The chronology of every single 
monument is thorougly discussed including the “St. Sofia” basilica – one of the most 
significant and problematic Christian buildings in Bulgaria. 

 
M. Ivanov. Late antiue latrinae from Serdica. – Bulgarian e-Journal of 

Archaeology, 2016, 6.2, 203 – 231. ISSN 1314-5088. https://be-ja.org/index.php/journal/ 
article/view/be-ja-6-2-2016-203-231 

This extensive article publishes six toilets discovered during excavations in Serdica 
caused by the construction of the underground station “Serdica 2”. The analysis focuses on 
architectural and construction features of the latrinae, their location in the houses and the 
town as a whole. The structures are specified according to already acknowledged and 
established types. A spatial and socio-cultural context of the toilets is also discussed.  

 
M. Ivanov. Coena funebris on the funerary stelai and altars of the province of 

Thrace. – In: К. Rabadzhiev, Hr. Popov, М. Damyanov, V. Katsarova (eds.). Papers in 
memory of academician D. P. Dimitrov. Sofia, 2013, 394 – 407. ISBN 978-954-9472-22-6. 

The presented study is a part of the PhD thesis of the author. The text presents all 
tombstones and altars from Thrace bearing the scene of “funerary meal”. A detailed analysis 
of the stilistic, compositional and iconographic features of the monuments from different 
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regions is provided as well as its chronology. Earlier Hellenistic influence on the Roman 
grave reliefs is argumented. Special attention is paid to the symbolic and social interpretation 
of the “coena funebris”. 

 
M. Ivanov. Tombstones with relief imges from Serdica and vicinity on the treshold 

of Late Antiquity (last quarter of 3rd – beginning of 4th century). – In: Е. Pencheva (ed.). 
Stephanos archaeologicos in honorem Stephcae Angelova (Studia Archaeolgica 
Unversitatis Serdicensis, suppl. V). София, 2010, 375 – 404. 

The study presents a detailed examination of a peculiar group of Late Roman grave 
monuments from Serdica and its terriroty. The date of each tombstone is determined 
according to iconographic, stylistic and tipological features of the monuments. The symbolic 
meaning of the iconographic themes and its changes at the end of the Roman period are 
particularly outlined. Local workshops are identified as well as the strong influence from the 
earlier workshops on the Danube border. The detailed analysis of the symbolic meaning of the 
images reveals some specifics of the socio-cultural features of the population.  

  
M. Ivanov. Puella vel mulier? Virgo vel uxor? Burials yealding one earring 1st – 5th 

century AD. – In: Е. Gentcheva (ed.). Studia in honorem Alexandrae Dimitrova-
Milcheva. Southeastern Europe during Antiquity 6th c. B.C. – 7th c. AD. 2008, 287 – 299. 
ISBN 978-954-92181-8-3. 

The paper studies 87 burials from the period 1st – 5th century AD from Bulgaria and its 
nearby territories. A specific feature of the complexes is the presence of a single earring 
among the grave inventory. The study is focused on gender and social aspects of the buried 
people and their possible connection with the rite of bearing one earring. The territorial and 
chronological distribution of the rite suggest a possible pre-Roman origin. As a result of the 
analysis it is presumable to conclude that the rite of bearing single earring as a whole is 
typical for young women as a sign for their unmaried status. The symbolic value of the rite is 
not common and is spread mostly among the urban population. 

   
M. Ivanov. Heros equitans on gravestones from Lower Moesia and Thrace (1st – 4th 

centiry AD) – In: D. Boteva-Boyanova (ed.). Image and Cult in Ancient Thrace. Some 
Aspects of the Formation of the Thracian Imagery Language. Veliko Tarnovo, 2006, 80 
– 128. ISBN 954-775-604-4. 

The paper deals with 126 grave monuments from the provinces Lower Moesia and 
Thrace bearing the image of a horseman. It presents a detailed examination of the typological, 
chronological and iconographic features of the monuments. Among the main results of the 
study is a differentiation of the symbolic meaning of the horseman image. Several possible 
identifications of the figure are suggested: as a sign of a deceased child/ young man; as an 
image of the dead in heroic form (most frequently also a young man); as an indication of 
military service; as an image of the dead itself in different aspects. The proposed multifaceted  
meaning of the image reflects rather social status and position in society than religious beliefs. 
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M. Ivanov. Roman mosaics − history and local dvelopment. − In: M. Ivanov, V. 
Katsarova, T. Stefanova (eds.). Taste for luxury. Roman mosaics from Bulgaria. Sofia, 
2019, 5 − 19. ISBN 978-954-9472-84-4, ISSN 2367-8860.  

The article presents an overview on the specifics and development of the Roman 
mosaics from Bulgaria. Stylistic changes of Roman provincial art are traced in a broad context 
of tendencies of the contemporary Roman mosaic art. The stages in this proces are 
exemplified with the most significant mosaic pavements discovered in Roman towns and 
villas from the territory of Bulgaria. 

 
M. Ivanov. Earthenware in private worship. Examples from Serdica. – Bulgarian 

e-Journal of Archaeology, 2017, 7.2, 245 – 260. ISSN 1314-5088. https://be-
ja.org/index.php/journal/article/view/be-ja-7-2-2017-245-260 

The paper publishes 10 ceramic censers and thymiatheria found in Serdica. The items 
are distributed in types according to the formal criteria. The chronology and functional 
peculiarities are discussed as well. The place and context of the finds suggests their domestic 
use in private cult rituals and practicies. According to the archaeological evidence several 
places of domestic cult activity are identified in different parts of  excavated houses in Serdica 

 
M. Ivanov. The “Felix” mosaic from Serdica. – Studia Academica Šumenensia 4, 

2017, 181 – 201. ISSN 2367-5446. 
The paper presents a detailed publication of a mosaic pavement found in 2011 during 

the excavations in Serdica, provided with a comprehensive description of the mosaic 
technique, style and date of the monument. The most significant central panel represents an 
image of running wheel in a laurel wreath whose symbolic meaning could be interpreted as a 
manifestation of  prosperity and welth of the owner of the building.  

  
M. Ivanov. Bodenmosaiken aus dem sog. Gebäude A6 bzw. Haus des Felix. – In: R. 

Pillinger, A. Lirsch, V. Popova (Hg.). Corpus der spätantiken und früchristlichen 
Mosaiken Bulgariens. Wien, 2016, 288-295. ISBN 978-3-7001-7706-7. 

The article is the initial publication of the “Felix” mosaic discovered in Serdica in 2011. 
Each of the mosaic panels is represented in terms of technique, colour and material, style and 
pattern. 

 
M. Ivanov. Two Early Christian Basilicas in Serdica: New Archaeological Data. – 

In: O. Brandt, V. Fiocchi Nicolai, G. Castiglia (eds.). Acta XVI Congressus 
Internationalis Archaeologiae Christianae. Romae 22 – 28. 9. 2013. Citta del Vaticano, 
2016, 394 – 404 (Studi di Antichita Cristiana LXVI). ISBN 978-88-85911-65-1. 

The paper is presented at 16th International Congress of Christian Archaeology held in 
Rome. Two newly discovered in Serdica basilicas are discussed in terms of its chronology and 
building periods. The larger and earlier one is identified as the first bishop cathedral in the 
town – the one of bishop Protogenes, in which the council of Serdica (AD 343) is supposed to 
be held.  
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M. Ivanov. A Viking cult - axe amulet from Sofia. – In: М. Daskalov et al. (eds.). 
Annual of the National Archaeological Museum, 13. In honorem professoris Violetae 
Volkova-Neševa ad multos annos. Sofia, 2016, 259 – 261. ISSN 1310-7933. 

The article publishes a rare find of a Viking cult axe dated to the late 10th – first half of 
the 11th century AD. The discussed amulet testifies the presence of Viking mercenaries in 
Sredets probably in connection with the military campains of the byzantine Emperor Basil II 
against Bulgarian king Samuel. 

 
M. Ivanov. A Herm with inscriptions from Serdica. – Archaeology, 2016, 1 – 2, 67 

– 72. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper presents a herm with two inscriptions in Greek on both sides found in 

Serdica. The inscriptions are short and mention the bouleutes Arrius Pappus and Arrius 
Lucius, whose house could be identified as the large Roman building excavated in the central 
part of the aechaeological site “Underground station Serdica 2”.  

 
M. Ivanov. The Site Of The Council Of Serdica: New Archaeological Evidence. – 

In: V. Vachkova, D. Dimitrov (eds.). Serdica Edict (311 AD): Consepts and Realization 
of the Idea of Religious Toleration. Sofia, 2014, 235 – 248. ISBN 978-954-378-102-7. 

The article discusses an optional identification of the place of the Council of Serdica 
(AD 343). A large apse of an early fourth century basilica is discovered as a result of the latest 
archaeological excavations in Sofia. Its size, date and central location in the urban scheme 
suggest a prominent position of the building – most probably as a bishop's cathedral. It is 
highly credible the basilica to be identified as the place of the council meetings. 

 
M. Ivanov. Terra sigillata from Serdica. – Bulletin of the National Institute of 

Archaeology 41, 2013, 147 – 160. ISSN 0323-9535. 
The paper publishes a part of discovered in Serdica terra sigillata pottery. The items are 

identified as several common forms of vessels of Italian and South Gaulish workshops. The 
pottery assemblage is typical for archaeological contexts of military sites. The terra sigillata 
vessels are most probably a sign for some military presence in Serdica during the 1st century 
AD. 

 
M. Ivanov. Fragment of a second vas diatretum from Serdica. – Archaeology, 2013, 

1, 107 – 113. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper publishes a fragment of cage-cup found in Serdica during the excavations of 

the site “Underground station Serdica 2” in Sofia. Some observations on the technique and 
function of the vessel are presented along with the formal features and chronology of the item. 

 
M. Ivanov. Insigne ingenuitatis – Early Roman bulla from Serdica. – Archaeology, 

2013, 2, 129 – 132. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper presents a capsule-amulet found in 2011 during the excavations of the site 

“Underground station Serdica 2” in Sofia. In the Early Roman period the amulets of this kind 
have a distinctive status significance. The bulla is worn as a sign of freeborn Roman male 
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citizen. It is also an indication for a Roman customs and culture in a provincial context, which 
is important for the social characteristics of the initial population of Serdica. 

 
M. Ivanov. Social status and cultural Identity in Roman Thrace according to the 

grave monuments. – In: E. Punov, Sv. Filipova (eds.). ΗΡΑΚΛΕΟΥΣ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ 
ΘΑΣΙΩΝ. Papers in honour of Ilya Prokopov on his 60th birthday. Veliko Tarnovo, 
2012, 743 – 760. ISBN 978-954-400-717-1. 

The article discusses social and cultural features of the Roman funerary reliefs in the 
province of Thrace. The social relations, professional and social status of the deceased are 
examined as well as the ethnic and cultural identity of the people mentioned on grave stelai 
and altars. 

 
M Ivanov. An Early Roman eschara from Serdica. – Archaeology, 2012, 1, 76 – 81. 

ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper presents a structure of rammed clay with decoration on the upper side. It is 

found during the excavations in the center of Sofia and could be identified as a ritual hearth – 
an eschara. The chronological and cultural aspects of the eschara are studied in the context of 
the Early Roman provincial culture. 

 
M. Ivanov. Equites danuvini serdicenses. The cronology and distribution of these 

monuments. – Archaeology, 2011, 2, 123 – 127. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper publishes a new lead plate with image of the so-called “Danubian riders”. 

The archaeological context of the find suggests the date of this specific group of monuments 
in the 4th century AD. The iconographic similarity of several new finds from Sofia and its 
vicinity is an argument for the local production of the plates – most probably in Serdica. 

 
M. Ivanov. Main results of the archaeological excavations of undergroung station 8 

– II in Sofia. – Monuments, restauration, museums, 3 – 4, 2011, 3 – 10. ISSN 1312-3327. 
The article presents preliminary results of large-scale excavations in 2010 – 2011 

caused by the construction of the underground station “Serdica 2” in Sofia. According to the 
archaeological evidence the foundation of Serdica is suggested to be around the middle of the 
1st century AD as a Roman military fort. Some observations upon changes of urban scheme 
and street grid through the centuries are outlined as well. 

 
M. Ivanov. The late antique balneum under St. Geoge's church in Sofia. Addenda 

et corrigenda. – Archaeology, 2010, 3 – 4, 123 – 128. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The article provides a comprehensive analysis of the function of the complex under “St. 

George” church. A detailed comment on the chronology and its architectural parts is 
proposed. According to the similarities with several bath complexes the archaeological 
complex under the “St. George” church are defined as a late 4th century AD balneum. The 
central round architectural space is specified as a sweating room (sudatorium). The both apse 
rooms on its sides are identified as caldaria with semicircular pool. 
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M. Ivanov. The ring of Amantus – signum beneficiarii consularis? – Archaeology, 
2009, 3 –4, 109 – 113. ISSN 0324-1203. 

The article deals with a golden ring from the collection of the National Museum of 
Archaeology in Sofia. On the shild of the ring is engraved the name of the owner and a 
particular symbol. The analysis of the symbol reveals its possible interpretation: as a sign of 
beneficiarius consularis or as a sign of religious society. 

 
M. Ivanov. Social Status and Cultural Identity in Roman Thrace (Grave stelai and 

altars). – Ancient West and East, 7, 2008, 135 – 150. ISSN 1783-8363. 
The paper is a part of the PhD thesis of the author and presents the social and cultural 

specifics of the grave stelai and altars from the province of Thrace. 
 
M. Ivanov. Elephantum ex musca! On the chronology, periodization and function 

of the late antique mausoleum in Lozenets residential district, Sofia. – Archaeology, 
2008, 1 – 4, 149 – 160. ISSN 0324-1203. 

The paper presents a critical aproach to the opinions for the chronology and building 
periods of a late antique mausoleum found in Lozenets district of Sofia. According to the field 
observaton of the author, the archaeological finds (coins especially) as well as  architectural 
parallels, the building is proved to be a family mausoleum and its construction is dated to the 
last quarter of the 4th century AD. 

 
M. Ivanov. Archaeological evidence for a forein ethnic groups in Serdica during 

3rd – 4th century AD. – In: Serdica – Sredets – Sofia. 2008, 4, 23 – 27. ISBN: 978-954-
91061-3-8. 

The article presents several graves with particular orientation and inventory excavated 
in the eastern necropolis of Serdica. According to the specifics of the archaeological contexts 
the individuals buried in the graves are supposed to be of sarmatian origin. 

 
M. Ivanov. Early Christian tomb from the eastern necropolis of Serdica. – Annual 

of the National Archaeological Museum, 11, 2007, 123 – 143. ISSN 1310-7933. 
The article publishes a large vaulted tomb discovered in front of the basilica “St. Sofia” 

in Sofia. The date of the tomb is ca. beginning of the 5th century AD. According to its 
stratiraphic position and the coins found in the layers outside the tomb, the date of the “St. 
Sofia” basilica is placed around the middle – third quarter of the 5th century AD. 

 
M. Ivanov. The Pomorie Tomb and the Central-Plan Mausolea in the Roman 

Empire. – Archaeology, 2007, 1 – 4, 32 – 37. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper discusses the features of the Pomorie tomb in the context of the Roman 

imperial mausolea with a central-plan architectural scheme. The specific construction 
technique of the Pomorie tomb finds its closest parallels at the late 3rd - early 4th century AD 
mausolea of the Roman Emperors. According to the presented arguments the date of the 
Bulgarian monument is specified in the fisrt decades of the 4th century AD, most probably 
during the reign of Constantin the Great. 
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M. Ivanov, I. Topalilov. Two new Roman Grave Reliefs from Philippopolis. – 
Archaeologia Bulgarica, X, 2006, 1, 35 – 43. ISSN 1310-9537. 

The article publishes two new tombstones from Philippopolis. An overview of stylistic 
and iconographic features of the Philippopolis workshops are additionally presented . 

 
K. Shalganov, M. Ivanov. New late antique mausoleum in Lozenets district of Sofiq 

during 2001. – In: Al. Dimitrova-Milcheva, V. Katsarova (eds.). Spartacus II. 2075 years 
from the uprising of Spartacus. Thracian-Roman heritage. 2000 years of Christianity. 
Papers of the International symposium in Sandanski, 1 – 4 of Octobre 2002. Veliko 
Tarnovo, 2006, 314 – 324. ISBN-10: 954-775-553-6. 

The paper presents the main archaeological results from the excavations of a late 
antique mausoleum discovered in the Lozenets district of Sofia. As a whole the text is written 
by K. Shalganov, the director of the researches. The opinion of M. Ivanov is offered in a 
separate article (see above). 

 
M. Ivanov. A Late Roman Bronze Belt-Decoration from Serdica. – Archaeologia 

Bulgarica, IX, 2005, 2, 73 – 82. ISSN 1310-9537. 
The article publishes a 4th century grave inventory – a bronze belt decoration discovered 

during the excavations of the eastern necropolis of Serdica located under the “St. Sofia” 
basilica. According to the analysis of the finds a low rank military officer of a probable 
foreign origin was buried in the grave.  

 
M. Ivanov. Observations upon position and ways of rising Roman stelae and arae 

in the province of Thrace. – In: Studia Archaeologica Universitatis Serdicensis, 
Supplementum IV. Stephanos Archaeologicos in honorem Professoris Ludmili Getov. 
София, 2005, 333-342. 

The article discusses posibilities for reconstruction of the overground layout of the 
funerary complexes from the Roman period in Thrace. The form of the lower end of the 
monuments and traces of metal cramps reveal several ways of positioning the tomstones: by 
digging in the groung the lower part of the stela; by fixing the monument in a stone 
foundation; by hanging on a stone wall surrounding the grave place; by using a complex 
structure with several separate elements. For the small tombstones is presumed fixing in a 
stone foundation or on a wall surrounding the grave. 

 
M. Ivanov. Undecorated Roman sarcophagi from Odessos. – Bulletin of the 

National Museum on Varna. 2005, 41 (66), 9 – 17. ISSN 0324-0533. 
The article publishes five marble sarcofagi from the collection of Regional Historical 

Museum in Varna. The date of the monuments is precised according to the morphological 
features of the sarcophagi. The analysis of the marble suggests imports from the island of 
Proconnessos. 

  
M. Ivanov. A Vas Diatretum from Serdica. – Archaeologia Bulgarica, 2004, 1, 51 – 

57. ISSN 1310-9537. 
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The paper publishes a cage cup (vas diatretum) discovered in the late antique 
mausoleum in Lozenets district of Sofia. The open-work decoration of the vessel is 
thoroughly analyzed. According to its features is defined the type and chronology of the find. 

 
M. Ivanov. The Inscription of strategus Διουζιης Δημοσθένους. – Archaeology, 

2004, 1 – 2, 83 – 86. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper publishes a new votive inscription dedicated fo Hera Sonketene by the 

strategus of Dentheletika. The date of the monument could be placed in the middle – third 
quarter of the 1st century AD. The new inscription is analyzed in the context of the 
administrative system of the province and its changes. The dedicational practice using votive 
tablets is discussed as well. 

 
M. Ivanov. Assemblage of pits and structures from the 4th century BC in the 

Lozenets district of Sofia. –  Archeology, 2003, 2, 43 – 51. ISSN 0324-1203. 
The paper presents the results of the excavation of a Late Iron Age complex in Lozenets 

district of Sofia. The date of the site is ca. middle of the 4th century BC according to several 
shards of imported Greek pottery. The presented structures are of particular importance being 
the only archaeological evidence up to now for Thracian tribes in the Sofia plain from the pre-
Roman period. 

 
M. Ivanov. Bononia. – In: R. Ivanov (ed.). Roman and Early Byzantine settlements 

in Bulgaria, vol. II. Sofia, 2003, 18 – 22. ISBN 954 - 91210 - 8 - 9. 
The article reveals the historical development of Bononia according to the historical, 

epigraphic and archaeological data. 
 
M. Ivanov. Almus. – In: R. Ivanov (ed.). Roman and Early Byzantine settlements 

in Bulgaria, vol. II. Sofia, 2003, 23 – 26. ISBN 954 - 91210 - 8 - 9. 
The article presents the historical development and the archaeological evidence for the 

Roman castellum and town Almus. 
 
M. Ivanov. Imported sarcophagi from Bulgaria 2nd - 3rd century AD: production 

centers, chronology and ways of distribution. – Annuary of the Institute of Archaeology 
with Museum, 2002, 2, 262 – 273. ISSN 1311-7548. 

The paper examines the imported Roman sarcophagi from Bulgaria. The production of 
several workshops is attested in Lower Moesia and Thrace: Attica, Proconnesos and 
Dokimeion in Phrygia. The date of the monuments is specified. The commercial routes are 
defined as well as the influence of the imported production on the local workshops. 

 
M. Ivanov. Römische Sarkofage mit grosser Tabula Ansata aus Bulgarien – 

Datierung und Herkunft. – Archaeologia Bulgarica, 2001, 1, 45 – 51. ISSN 1310-9537. 
The article examines four sarcphagi with tabula ansata from Ratiaria and Durostorum. 

The monuments are under the influence of the Proconnesos's production. The date of each 
item is specified according to the chronological system developped for the sarcophagi from 
North Italy. 
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M. Ivanov, A. Cholakova, B. Gratuze. Glass Furnaces from Serdica – an Example 

of Roman Practice of Glass Mixing. Acta of the 21st International Congress of AIHV, 
Istanbul 3rd - 7th September 2018 (in print). 

The paper publishes two furnaces for glass melting and glass processing from Serdica. 
The furnaces are dated to the middle of the 3rd century AD on the basis of their stratigraphic 
position. The furnaces are of different type and have different function: the rectangular one is 
used for melting glass, the round one – for forming glass into items. The archaeometric 
analysis (made by A. Cholakova and B. Gratuze) indicates melting of mixed glass material: 
raw glass as well as fragments of glass vessels. The furnaces are used in a short period of time 
most probably for production of window-panes. The need of architectural glass ca. middle of 
the 3rd century AD is caused by the rebuilding of the houses after the Gothic invasion. 

 
Reviews: 
M. Ivanov. Galina Fingarova. Die Baugeschichte der Sophienkirche in Sofia. 

Reichert Verlag. Wiesbaden, 2011, 209 S., 191 Tafeln. – Archaeologia Bulgarica, 2012, 3, 
95 – 103. ISSN 1310-9537. 

The paper presents a critical review of the G. Fingarova monograph on “St. Sofia” 
basilica. Detailed documentation and architectural parallels of the monument are among the 
author's most important contributions. Nevertheless the archaeological context of the building 
needs a critical approach as well as the analysis of the earlier basilicas on the place. As a 
whole the proposed date of the basilica in the 8th century AD is unacceptable. 

 
M. Ivanov. Anja Slawisch “Die Grabsteine der römischen Provinz Thracia. 

Aufname, Verarbeitung und Weitergabe überregionale Ausdrucksmittel am Beispiel der 
Grabsteine einer Binnenprovinz zwischen Ost und West”. Beier & Beran, 
Langenweißbach, 2007. – Archaeologia Bulgarica, 2011, 3, 97 – 102. ISSN 1310-9537.  

The paper is a review of the A. Slawisch book on the funerary monuments of Thrace. 
The author's opinion of the typology, chronology, iconographic features and workshops is 
thoroughly analysed. The omission of some grave stelai is mentioned as well as the mixing of 
types in the analysis of some monuments. In addition the social and cultural features of the 
grave stelai require a more detailed examination. 

 
M. Ivanov. Sven Conrad. Die Grabstelen aus Moesia Inferior. Untersuchungen zu 

Typologie, Chronologie und Ikonographie. Casa Libri. Leipzig, 2004. – Archaeologia 
Bulgarica, 2005, 1, 97 –100. ISSN 1310-9537. 

The paper presents a review of the S. Conrad's monograph on the funerary monuments 
of Lower Moesia. The author proposes a detailed and efficient typology and chronology of the 
grave stelai. Although comprehensive, the analysis of the iconographic themes lacks some 
depth. The symbolic meaning of part of the monuments is incomplete. The connection 
between the votive and funerary monuments with the images of a horseman is absent as well.  
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M. Ivanov. Sven Conrad. Die Grabstelen aus Moesia Inferior. Untersuchungen zu 
Typologie, Chronologie und Ikonografie. Casa Libri. Leipzig, 2004. – Archaeology, 
2005, 1, 205 – 209. ISSN 0324-1203. 

The paper is a review (in Bulgarian) of the S. Conrad's monograph on the grave stelai 
from Lower Moesia (see the previous text). 

 
M. Ivanov. Second International symposium “2075 years of the Spartacus' 

uprising, Thracian-Roman heritage, 2000 years of Christianity”, Sandanski 1 - 4 of 
Octobre 2002. – Archaeology, XLIV, 2003, 1, 70-72. 

The article presents a brief review on the International symposium held in Sandanski. 
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